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FROSH UNIFORM TIES
TO CHANGE IN COLOR

PRESENTS

HIS LAST CONCERT
FOR THIS SEASON
Fine Program Contains Russ
sian and Bohemian Music
of Last Century

Black Replaces Cardinal and
Gray After April 23
All freshmen taking mlilitary Science
will wear black ties with the uiiifoi m beginning M-omday, April 23, in
accordance with all order fron the
Black
Milita y Sciemce Department.

II

PRINCETON AND DARTMOUTH
LEADING GYM CONTENDERS

Clubs to
Give Pop Concert
Fridayin Walker

IMusical

i

Program Includes Presentation
of Specialty Numbers
And Dancing
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CHICAGO TEAM IS.
DARK HORSE ENTRY
INBIG GYM MEET

Finance Committee

Appointments Mcade
At a recent meeting of the
Corporation, two members of
the Committee on Finance, W.
Cameron Forbes ad A. Farwell
Bemis '93, resigned from that
committee. The Vacancies were
filled by the appointment of Edwin S. Webster '88 and Francis
W. Fabyan '93.

Technology's annual Pop Conccert will
be given by the (Combined Musical
Clubs of the Institute on Friday e-ening, hIarclh 23, at S o'clock in the
Main Hall of Walker Memorial. This
Pop Concert, which is merely a l egular Mlhusical Club Concert given at popular pi-ices, so that eve yone may have
a chance to hear the Clubs, has ibecome a yearly affair.
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the first
will be issued during
two weeks of April.
I
Conlforming w ith the policys of the
Technology, Army, and Navy
I'
:New York String Quartette IsI Rules Committee, the Cardinal and
IIGray tie will be regullar unifor m for
Chances of Placing Men
Featured by Whiting
I freshmen tip to and including drill
{all
Seem to Be Equal
In Program
loll Monday, April 16th.
I! The policy of the Military Science
All of these men are life memM r.
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2. Tau Delta Phi
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A. D.LITTLE GIVES
LAST ALDRED TALK

VARSITY TEAM TO
}DEBATE FRESHMEN

1REST OF DRAMASHOP
CAST IS SELECTED

GIVES TALK
TO CORPORATION XV

I

BULL SESSIONS ARE
STILL GOING STRONG

Lzance

I

List of Freshmen Who.
Are Not Wearing Ties

I

FRATERNITY RATINGS FOR LAST
TERM AND STANDING SINCE 1923

|AVI ATION RESERVE
OPENED TO JUNIORS

CALENDAR
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ACUTE CREDITITIS

"EDUCATION suffers in America from a confusion of purposes" is the claim of Dean H. W. Holmes of the Harvard
graduate school of education. In his opinion we have altogeth-

er paid too much attention to the spread of education rather

than to making our system fit for the attainment of specific
ends.
His diagnosis of the situation is an acute case of
"credititis."
In the preparatory school everything is subordinated to obtaining sufficient credits to enter college, and in consequence
the student arrives in college "prepared," but he has received
hardly the beginnings of an education. Age for age our students are noticeably inferior to those in English and Continental
universities. Organization in education means more to us than
anything else. Dean Holmes' conclusion from these facts is
that the outstanding problem is the unification of secondary education and college education without losing any of the features
which have proven advantageous in the past.
He has no definite plan, however, to offer, but "there must
be cooperation with the colleges, and one college must take the

lead in starting the new systemin." Probably a large majority of
Technology students can remember back to their prep school
days when preparation for College Boards were the chief and
only object of classroom work. The sole purpose of education
seemed to be the passing of those examinations, and probably
many a student who desired further enlightenment in some subje't was denied on the fact that it would'not be asked in the
O4ams. _4~ teacher's success was gauged'by the pereentage of
his students who "got by" the entrance examinations. Is it
any wonder that students are as a general rule prepared rather han 'e'ducated ?
The chief difficulty with any plan to better the conditions lies
in tie fact that parents send their children to -he school which
has a good record for getting their pupils into college. As long
as the colleges can find no satisfactory way of requiring their
aplicants to be able to do more than pass certain set examina~iPs, there w.ill continue to be schools specializing in getting
their pupils "by." The fact that this is so little distinguished
in the popular mind from doing creditably will prevent any
appreciable' improvement in conditions.
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BRIGHT AVENUES
BRIGHT AVENUES, by Josephine
Rae D.
JBentham.
New York:
Henkle Co. $2.50.
What use the modern young lady
makes of her freedom furnishes the
theme for Miss Bentham's new novel,
It is indeed a
"Bright Avenues."
novel of 192S as the publishers claim,
but it is introduced in a period of new
novels of this year, and it does not
present sufficient difference from its
contemporaries to be of great importance. W\e do not hesitate to say that
the book is somewhat above the average of its class, but it is not sufficiently
so to achieve distinction.
Christine Merrick is a girl of today.
She is no super-woman, but neither
is she too ordinary to be interesting.
From the death of her mother, awhen
she is forced to earn her own liviing,
her existence is cleverly recorded
through the early part of her married
life. Hier occupations are varied, including periods as a stenographer. as
a mannequin, as a social worker, and
as a protegO of the idle rich. The
people that she meets are of varied
types, and they are quite true to life.
It is an interesting story that breaks
away somewhat from the all too com-
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mon sophistications of the present-day
novel.
Miss Bentham expresses herself well,
and many expressions that she uses
cleverly linger with the reader. Her
characters are well drawn and her
analysis of the present-day woman and
her new freedom rings quite true. As
a first novel it shows considerable
promise for the author.
H. T. G.

THE PORTRAIT INVISIBLE
THE PORTRAIT INVISIBLE, by Joseph Gollomb.
New York:
The
Macmillan Company. $2.
hMystery stories had reached their
peak, and had lost their appeal for
many readers, when new
studies
brought them back into favor; still
other people have never held mystery
stories worthy of consideration in the
fields of contemporary
literature. BDt
with the growing interest in psychology, particularly popular interest. a
tremendous new power of appeal has
been developed.
Thus some of the
most thrilling mystery stories have
capitalized this growing penchant of
the public.
"The Portrait Invisible," by Joseph
Gollomb, is just such a book.
The
principal character of the story is Gait,

I

BEHOLD
THIE BRIDEGROOM

Love may come once or many times
to the fortunate, but when it finally
descends on the many spurning ones,
beware the reaction.
George Kelly
succeeds in presenting and delineating
skilfully the characters in such an arrangement in this "Behold, the Bridegroom,"now at the Shubert.
The spurning one in this play is an
expert lounge lizardess, clever, charmingly bored, and dressed so that none
of the bodily contours are hidden
when she walks the walk of the young
sophisticate.
But conditions are altered greatly by the end of the second
act, for the serpentine loungeress succumbs to an evolution of thought, her
pertness becoming morbidly philosophical. And all this because the stimulus of love evolves a queer response.
The lizardess,
Antoinette
Lyle,
played by the capable Judithe Anderson, is wealthy and untroubled by the
ways of life. She had seen and experienced
everything, or
so she
thought. And in the stratum of society into which she was born, one
suffered but little from youthful conditioning. When love came to her in
the form of handsome Spencer Train,
acted by Richard Gordon, a transvaluation of life occurred following the
realization that this man could never
love her.
The inevitable resulted,
making the reborn "Tony" despise her
old self, and pine away into a grave
illness that knew no cure.
The play is undoubtedly w;ell-acted,
Miss Anderson's performance being
particularly commendable.
But despite its excellent executiou "Behold,
the Bridegroom," seems to lack the
depth and conversational deftness of
some of the other present-day dramas.

I

--

that have passed since the time of the
story, neither the scenes nor the characters have the stiffness or the unnaturalness which is apt to surround anNero, despite the almost
tiquity.
inhuman cruelty of the latter part of
his life, does not seem out of place in
his surroundings. There is a sort of
grandeur in the man who wishes to be
a poet but lacks the necessary ability.
He is too much of a politician to be a
good poet, yet he is too much of an
artist to be a ruler. In taking Nero
from his youthful assumption of
power to his early death, the author
(Continued on page 4)
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Why Not?
GO PLACES AND SEE THINGS
Uyse one of our new' iT hI% UX
P a i g e,
Chrysler, U'D
Y1vI
Dodge, Oldsmobile, Whippet or Gearshift Ford Cars.

U-DRYVIT
AUTO RENTAL CO., Inc.
6 Belvidere St., Boston
Lafayette Sq. Garage, Cambridge.
Call Ken. 5205--Con. all stations
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WALKER MEMORIAL DINING SERVICE
Operated by the Institute for all Tech men
and their friends.
I
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The Chub Num-Bu;sb-h Ankle-Fashioned
a coldly analytical person with a hobby
for studying people's motives-the
curious quirks of character which are
revealed by their unconscious selves.
The plot concerns the search for the
murderer of Judge Robert Craigin.
Bruce, the judge's brother, accepts
Galt's offer of assistance in the case;
and then things begin to happen.
The author shows considerable skill
in handling his plot, carefully balancing his suspense, and ever changing
his pace, while never allowing the
story to lag. "The Portrait Invisible"
is indeed a thrilling tale, and one
which will hold the reader's interest
to the last page. We recommend it
highly for an evening's entertainment.
F. M.

K

D:New Styles... good

:

looks . . . all colors. ...
snug fit at the ankle.

E

Mmn-BuS So
No. 6 School St.
Boston

NERO
THE BLOODY POET, by Desider Kostoianyi. New York: Macy-Masius.
$2.50.
America is not the only country
wher e "private lives" of historic figures are presented to the public in
novel forIh. "The Bloody Poet," by
Desider Kostolanyi, is a recent Hungarian novel in which the tyrant of
Rome, Nero, is made far more comprethensible to the modern mind.
In spite of the hundreds of years

Re-discovers

is Favorite
Tobacco
Larus & Bro. Co.,

Charleston, W. Va.,
March 4, 1927

Richmond, Va.
Gentlemen:
Recently 1 stopped in a little village
that consisted of about nine houses
and a small hotel; which I entered.
A little old man wearing a skull cap
was seated in a rocking-chair -iihoking
an enormous pipe. I had come to buy
a can of Edgeworth, but when I caught
a whiff of the tobacco he r'was smoking
I changed my mind. The aroma of
that tobacco was so delightful that I
made up my mind right then and there
that I wanted some of the same brand,
regardless of the cost.
I began with: "I beg your pardon,
sir, but I came in to buy a can of tobacco, and I would like the same brand
you are smoking if you don't mind
telling me." He looked at me for a
moment, grasped his pipe with one
hand and said: "I'm smoking Edgeworth. Would you like some?"
Of course I did, and I secured a
supply from the old fellow. The joke,
of course, was on me, but I went on
my way rejoicing.
Yours very truly,
Dr. John R. Koch

.
"Peep! Peep!" shout the Spring
birds, emphasizing the desirability
of peeping at our Spring stocis of
fine' feathers for M. I. T. men. And
they certainly are birds!
Suits in light colors, gay patterns,
youithful styles in keeping /ith 'the
zestful seasonScotch Mist* overcoats of wetproof Scotch cheviots in smart mixtures, herringbones and overplaidsSocks, shirts and ties of refreshing originality in design.
Spring felt hats.
Even

if

the

bir.ls

shtould

.

,

.

..

.

say "Chteep!

Cheepl" they wvould)'t be so far off regarditg our prices, t;o' our quality is etormous.
*O.Reg. U. ,. Pateant Office

.

-:
. .

ROGERS PEET COMPANY
formerly
Macullar Parker Company
Tremont Street at Bromfield

..

.,
,

,
-.;

Edgeworth
Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco

;7

:i

i

..

W4lnesday, March 21, 1928
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RALLY WILL OPEN
SPRING TRAINING
Two Handicap Meets Scheduled Before Interclass Meet

[.

On April 9

.

i

Oscar Hedlund, the head track coach
iat M. I. T., announces that the outdoor
E track season will start with a rally at
55 o'clock Monday afternoon in Room
- 10-250. Coach Hedlund wants all men
:lwho have had any previous training in
track and field to drop around to the
track house any afternoon after 3
o'clock and get in touch with him. The
coach wishes to emphasize, too,that he
would like to see all men interested in
track, regardless of whether they have
had previous experience. Some of the
i: Institute's finest runners never had a
spiked shoe on in their life until they
came to M. I. T.
In order to give every man a chance
to show his ability, Oscar has arranged
a series of two handicap meets, besides
the regular Varsity and freshmen
schedules.
In these handicap meets
aIn effort is made to put every man on
a par with the other fellow. The handicap meets are on April 7 and 14,
when on April 19 comes the Spring
Interclass meet. The Varsity
team
makes two trips this year, one to the
University of Maine and the other to
the Newr Englands at Providence. The
tfreshmen also have two trips, going to
Andover and meeting the New Hampshire fresh at Durham.

RIFLE TEAM ENTERS
NATIONAL MATCHES

highest individual score on the M. I.
T. team in last year's William Randolph Hearst trophy match, has not
been very far behind the leaders this
Harbeck Likely to IBeat His season, and should turn in a good L,
score. The other two members of the
Own Record
team who will represent M. I. T. are
I Richard Orleman '30, and Arthur La
Technology's rifle team will enter Capria '29.
Although this is Orlethe National Rifle Association Inter- man's first year with the Varsity he
collegiates with a clear record. The has improved rapidly and has turned
meet in this section of the country in some good scores.
will be held at the Commonwealth
La Capria, manager of the team.
Armory, Saturday, March 24th. The showed some good ability when he
New England team making the high- first came out last year, and under
est score will receive the New Eng- the skilful coaching of Lieutenant
land Championship, while the team Moore, has developed into a reliable
making the highest score throughout and cool shot. Robert Loomis '29, will
the country will receive the National be the alternate shot in the meet. He I
Championship. Silver medals will be has shown some fine shooting this
given to the team obtaining the high- year, being beaten by only five points
est scores in the meet and bronze for a position on the team.
medals to the second highest.
This week the rifle team will also
Robert M. Harbeck '28, who holds fire the first stage of the National R.
the National title as well as the New O. T. C. match. This will consist of
England title has starred for M. I. ten shots prone and tell shots sitting.
T. all this season. His shooting thus At the same time the first stage of
far this year is even better than it the IVilliarn Randolph Hearst trophy
was last year.
In a shoulder to match will be fired. This will conshoulder match, he defeated Lieuten- sist of only five shots prone.
ant Wheeler U. S. M. C., an InterWith victories over Norwich, Bosnational Team shooter, by a score of ton University, Dartmouth, W. P. I.,
187-184 out of a possible 200. Cap- Williams, Amherst, John Hopkins, Altain Arthur R. Elliott '28, has placed abama, Massachusetts National Guards,
second only to Harbeck in most of the R. P. I. Rifle Club, and the U. S. Mameets. He has done some good shoot- rines, the Beaver outfit enters the
ing this year and has a good chance meets in a fine shape.
to finish among the leaders.
I
James Reddig '29, who obtained the ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THAT DAY'CEP II
LEiRN TO DANCE LATEST STEPS!
.
I 1.
Quickly, Correctly, at Small Cost
fronr LOUIS LERNER

FRAN

Restringinzg a specialty
,-%fENN SIQ

B~EST

QU~
~UASHSS"

67 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, Mass.

University 5417
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CLOTHES
Ready.made
And Cut to Order

e
a

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL
CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

r

Iffnr
-.

Suits $40, 545, $S0 Topoats

suits $40v $4gP $SO Topoonts

Cr

YEARLING FENCERS
LOSE BY 6-3 SCORE
Boston English High School defeated
the M. I. T. yearling fencers by the
score of 6 to 3 in a match in Walker
Cambridge Shop
Gym last night.
Koretsky, Krutter
252 Abbott Bldg., Harvard Sq.
and Jimenez each scored two points
for English, while Hyman scored two
V.
and Hamilton one for Technology.
In the feature bout Koretsky, the
Na'm-.-.
one-armed English High star, defeated
FHyman 5 to 3. Hamilton of the M. I.
T. yearling team has had little experience but he defeated his opponent
easily by the score of 5 to 2.
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Latest Stage Steps Taught Quickly!

t. 4o&=

Buck and WTing, Soft Shoe, Waltz Clog,
Eccentric. etc.
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SPECIAL RATES TO STUDEN'TS!

..

-

STONE &

WEBSTER

INCORPORATED

DESIGN steam power stations, hy.
dro-electric developments, transmllion lines, city and Interurban
r a I I w a y a, gas and chemical
plants, Industrlal plants, ware.
hnuses and bulldingo.

i

I

MALD

CONSTRUCT either from their
own desilgns or fromn designs o0
other engineers or architects.
OPERATE public utility and
dustriPlal companies.

FINANCE Industrial
utility properties.
NEW YORK

and

BOSTON

I LD.AN D

4 IVER
__4 1 A

In-

i

REPORT on going concerns, proposed extensions and new project.
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CHICAGO
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SIMPLEX
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WIRES AND CABLES

IWE STATE it as our honest belief that the tobaccos
used in Chesterfield cigarettes are of finer quality
and hensce of better taste
than in any other cigarette
at the price.

INSULATED WITH RUBBER
PAPER OR VARNISHED
CAMBRIC
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SAK FIANCISCO

NW YORK

CLIrVKLAND

JACICSONVILLE
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and Authority on
LATEST BALLROOMt DANCES
Varsity Drag, Collegiate, Waltz, Tango, etc.

MihllAve.nv~,e N1~ovi Shojp
Betwccan47h and kqu8lStrccts,NrYorA

VI

i

Cowles Tennis Racquets

"Boston's Leading DaEcec laster"

BKPROTHERS
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OUTDOOR TRACK WILLSTART MONDAY
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BATTERY PRACTICE
IS HELD IN HANGAR
pAbout twenty battery men reported

at the Hangar Monday and yesterda3
afternoons at the initial call for candidates for this year's Beaver team.
Dutch Ayer, former Somerville High
coach, and
Bill
Stewsart,
Varsity
hockey coach took charge of all the
candidates, the former instr'uctting the
catchers on some of the fine points
of the game while the latter, tool;
charge of the pitchers.
AniongL the
promising candidates for the moundtl
position are Joe Farwell andi Brig A\ilen.
__~~~__~___~~~
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A. 1, E. E. TRIP
There vill l)e an inspection trip of
tOe Edison Lamp W'orks of the Geneval
Electl ic
Company
Under the
aitspices of the Technology branch of
the A. I. E. E. Those wishing to attnedl tle trip will meet in the Main
Lobbly- at 2 o'clock tomorrow. The details of the tl ip ale posted on the
A. I. E. E. bulletinl board.
A meeting of the society sill le held
ill Room 5-330 at 3 o'clock today. Motion pictures from the Locke Insulator
Company will be shown.
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ITHE TECH
it
BOOK LIST "I
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skine's. It has lost little by transla.tion, for its phraseology and clarity.
are, such that one would not suspect it
of having been written in a foreign

-----------

(Continued from page 2)
presents many interesting characters.
There are poets and courtesans, relatives in search of power, and the
Roman equivalent of gold-diggers.
The author has succeeded in making
an interesting story in spite of its
bloodiness. The characterizations are
good, but are not up to some of Er-

language. Although it is not a gre:
work of literature, it holds its own comparison with the majority of pre
ent-day books.
H. T. G.

NEW DRESS CLOTHES
|FOR HIRE

Tuxedos
Full Dress
Cuftways

READ & WHITE

"hr'st~
shoes
Etc.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Ill Summer Street and
Woolworth Bldg.
93 Mass. Avenue, Boston
Providence, P.- 1.
Telephone Connection
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For a most refreshing chang

"Follow your friends and smoke
this smoother and better cigarette

